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We are a global coalition of countries and institutions collaborating to drive transformational climate action while enhancing sustainable development.
MEMBERS

98 Countries
MEMBERS

16 Associate Members
HOW WE SUPPORT COUNTRIES

TWO PILLARS:
1. Country Engagement
2. Knowledge and Learning

CROSSCUTTING:
1. Finance
The Country Engagement process is an adaptable five-step model to establish, operationalize, and track Partnership activities at the country level.

It provides a framework where member country needs are matched to the coordinated support of the Partnership’s members and beyond.
The NDC Partnership supports nations in achieving their climate goals by increasing access to knowledge resources and building a peer community around the experiences of countries implementing their NDCs.

ndcpartnership.org/knowledge-portal
The NDC Partnership supports members to mobilize and guide public and private finance through its in-country activities and its knowledge resources.
ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT

50 Countries
ACTIVE ENGAGEMENT

17 Partnership Plans
KEY FINDINGS

• 17 Partnership Plans approved by Government and under implementation
• 70% of all requests responded to by partners
• 60+ partners delivering support working under single framework
• Mainstreaming NDCs into governments national development plans, sectoral strategies and budgets
• Changing the legal framework for NDC implementation
• Developing domestic finance and accounting systems
• Preparing project pipeline on water, energy, transport, AFOLU, waste
• Improving data for NDC implementation and revision process
• Strengthening national environmental funds
• Designing, establishing, and strengthening climate governance and coordination mechanisms
• Updating and enhancing NDCs
LAC KEY REQUESTS

- With **196 requests** from **11 countries**, LAC makes up around 10% of all requests received by the Partnership.

- The majority of the requests fall under two or more sectors, but there is an emphasis on **AFOLU**, **Banking and Finance** and **Energy**.

- Key topics include:
  - Enacting and revising policies, laws, and national strategies
  - Finance, investment and resource mobilization
  - Project development, costing, and preparing investment plans
  - Expanding the use of renewable energies

![Distribution of LAC requests per sector](image-url)
CLIMATE ACTION ENHANCEMENT PACKAGE (CAEP)
OVERVIEW OF THE CAEP

Targeted, Fast-Track Support to Update and Enhance NDCs

The CAEP gives clear and coherent signals that resources will be made available for developing countries that wish to raise the level of ambition in their updated NDCs.

It aims to assist countries in achieving two overarching objectives:

- **OBJECTIVE 1:** Enhance NDCs, including by raising ambition, as part of the Paris Agreement’s NDC update process, allowing countries to submit updated NDCs to the UNFCCC by 2020;

- **OBJECTIVE 2:** Fast-track implementation of NDCs, by providing in-country technical expertise and capacity building with a focus on the mobilization of finance for climate action.
WHO IS ELIGIBLE

Developing member countries committed to strong climate action with requests meeting the following:

- **Framing Around Ambition**: Leveraging support to raise ambition in updated NDCs and/or implement NDCs.
- **Whole of Society**: Engagement of the whole of society, including by mainstreaming gender equality and participation by civil society, the private sector, sub-national governments, and academia.
- **Whole of Government**: Demonstration of high-level commitment by all relevant ministries, including Finance/Planning and NDC Partnership Focal Points.
- **Links with National Plans**: Direct linkages with national planning and budgeting, as well as development strategies and the Sustainable Development Goals.
HOW IT WILL DELIVER

Leverages Member Resources and a New Technical Assistance Fund

All members in the NDC Partnership are invited to commit support to requesting developing member countries.

Support will be delivered through:

• Existing and new resources and expertise from NDC Partnership members;
• A dedicated Technical Assistance Fund.

The Technical Assistance Fund is a pooled funding mechanism with contributions from multiple development partners which will allocate resources to institutional and associate members with the required expertise but without available resources to respond to requests.
OVERVIEW OF CAEP ROUND ONE

50 Countries Submitted CAEP Requests for Support, 18 in LAC

• On average, countries are requesting support for 18 activities
• Most countries are requesting support for both Objectives
• 36% of total requests for support are in LAC
• Key topics include:
  • Climate finance
  • Resilience and adaptation
  • Mitigation
  • Monitoring and MRV
  • Social Drivers

Requests for Support by Region

- East Asia and Pacific: 14%
- Europe and Central Asia: 4%
- Latin America and Caribbean: 36%
- Sub-Saharan Africa: 38%
- Middle East and North Africa: 4%
- South Asia: 4%
LAC: ENHANCING NDCS AND INCREASING AMBITION

LAC countries proposed a diverse mix of activities to enhance their NDCs

- Define quantified A/M targets: 18%
- Broaden NDC scope: 10%
- NDC Implementation Plans: 15%
- Stakeholder consultations: 19%
- Mid/long-term strategies: 10%
- Data, MRV: 17%
- Costing, cost-benefit analysis: 11%
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LAC: MOBILIZATION OF FINANCE FOR IMPLEMENTATION

LAC countries proposed a diverse mix of activities to fast-track NDC implementation:

- Macro-economic modelling: 19%
- Financial strategies: 15%
- Long-term, low-GHG, resilient strategies: 21%
- Financial regulations / instruments: 11%
- Mainstream NDCs in budgets: 14%
- Project pipelines: 20%
Questions?

Thank you

www.ndcpartnership.org

@ndcpartnership

facebook.com/ndcpartnership

linkedin.com/company/ndcpartnership

@ndcpartnership